
Calgary's Park Avenue ??? 

 

 

“Darling I love you, but give me Park Avenue” was one of the  

lines in the theme song of the popular late ‘60s TV show, Green 

Acres.  Park Avenue is well known as the street where Manhattan’s 

rich and famous live. While Calgary doesn’t yet have an  

uber-luxury street like Park Avenue - or for that matter even a 

luxury condo neighbourhood like Chicago’s Gold Coast - it soon 

may have one. 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                  New York City's Park Avenue    

YYC’s Central Park 

Park Avenue’s name is derived from the fact that it offers spectacular 

views of the iconic New York City’s Central Park. Calgary’s Central 

Park (aka Memorial Park) located in the Beltline between 2nd and 4th ST 

SW and 12 and 13th Ave SW pales in comparison, but it is too 

surrounded by intriguing upscale new residential towers. The Park at 

the corner of 13th Avenue and 2nd street is glass tower that cascades 

downward from south to north, giving the top floor penthouses 

spectacular views of both Central Park and Haultain Park, as well as 

Calgary’s dynamic downtown skyline and huge patios.  

 

The newest kid on the park is Qualex-Landmark’s Park Point (corner 

of 12 Ave and 2nd St. SW) designed by Tony Wai and his team at IBI 

in Vancouver. It has a very striking black and white façade design 

that segments the 34-story tower into five, black grid-blocks (the 

largest box is at the top, making the tower look top heavy) that look 

like an upside-down sound bar from an old stereo receiver or rock 

concert soundboard. 
 

Park Point will become the  

signature contemporary building  

in Calgary's Beltline community. 

 

The façade design is also reminiscent of the sculptural, wedding cake highrise towers popular in 

Chicago and New York City in the early 20th century, except it is upside down.  



I expect it will become the Beltline’s signature building.  

 

 
The beautiful Memorial Park could eventually be surrounded  

by luxury condos like Park Point and The Park. 
 

Last Word 

While Calgary cannot match New York or Chicago for luxury, highrise, urban condo living today, it 

is certainly making great strides to get there. 
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